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Dear Colleagues,


The P802.1CM project is having the first Task Group review of the current draft, i.e., the project is still in an early stage. The current draft collects synchronization requirements, which have been provided by the CPRI Technical Working Group. Time synchronization requirements are provided for four different categories, which can be applied in different deployment scenarios:

1) Category A+
The maximum absolute Time Error $\leq$ 10 ns with respect to a common point in the synchronization chain (e.g., the common grandmaster clock or the nearest common boundary clock in case of PTP).
Category A+ is, e.g., for Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) and transmit diversity radio access technologies.

2) Category A
The maximum absolute Time Error $\leq$ 45 ns with respect to a common point in the synchronization chain (e.g., the common grandmaster clock or the nearest common boundary clock in case of PTP).
Category A is for intra-band contiguous carrier aggregation radio access technology.

3) Category B
The maximum absolute Time Error $\leq$ 110 ns, with respect to a common point in the synchronization chain (e.g., the common grandmaster clock or the nearest common boundary clock in case of PTP).
Category B is for intra-band non-contiguous and inter-band carrier aggregation radio access technologies.

4) Category C
The maximum absolute Time Error $\leq$ 1.36 μs, where the timing accuracy of the slave clock in the RE is relative to any grandmaster clock whose Time Error $\leq$ 100 ns. Meeting Category C requirement is mandatory. Category C is for time division duplex radio access technology.

These requirements may be changed during the course of the project. We would be grateful for your view on the means to address these requirements.

We look forward to further cooperation between our organizations and for further dialogue on P802.1CM as needed.